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The source of p-type carriers observed in nitrogen-doped Cu2O samples [Appl. Phys. Lett. 82,

1060 (2003)] was identified by using accurate hybrid density functional calculations. Similar to the

case of ZnO, we found that N is a deep acceptor when substituting for O in Cu2O and cannot be the

source of the observed p-type carriers. Detailed investigation of other N-related defects in Cu2O

reveals that N2 substitution for Cu, i.e., (N2)Cu, is a shallow acceptor and can give hole carriers in

N-doped Cu2O samples. (N2)Cu is not only a shallow acceptor but it also has a lower formation

energy than NO in some growth conditions. The calculated emission photo luminescence (PL) peak

at 1.89 eV associated with (N2)Cu is also in good agreement with the observed N-related PL peak at

�1.82 eV in N-doped Cu2O sample. To aid future identification by Raman spectroscopy techni-

ques, the vibrational frequencies of N2 on both Cu and O sites were calculated. VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4936760]

Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) is of current interest due to its

very high absorption coefficient in the visible light region,

making it suitable for photovoltaic applications.1–3 Cu2O is

an inherent p-type semiconductor with a direct band gap of

�2.17 eV.4 The source of intrinsic p-type in this material has

been assigned to Cu vacancy (VCu)5–7 which has two poten-

tially stable forms, i.e., the symmetric (VCu) and the split va-

cancy (VCu-split). By using first-principles calculations with a

generalized gradient approximation (GGA), Raebiger et al.6

reported that the formation energy of VCu was lower than

that of VCu-split by �0.3 eV, and the transition levels of these

two forms of vacancies are both located at �0.28 eV above

the valence band maximum. However, their calculated band

gap of Cu2O is lower than that of the experimental value due

to a well-known density functional theory (DFT) problem.

This raises a concern on the reliability of the calculated

defect transition levels as well as the defect formation ener-

gies. Recently, hybrid-functional method proposed by Heyd-

Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) is one of the most accepted

approaches to remedy the band gap errors. By using the

HSE-functional, Scanlon et al.5 reported that VCu and

VCu-split have almost equal formation energies [E(VCu) is

higher than E(VCu-split) by only 0.01 eV] and the defect tran-

sition levels for VCu and VCu-split are quite different, i.e., they

are 0.22 and 0.47 eV above the valence band maximum

(VBM) for VCu and VCu-split, respectively.5 These calculated

transition levels are in good agreement with the trap levels at

0.2 and 0.5 eV observed in the deep-level transient spectros-

copy (DLTS) studies.8

Undoped Cu2O samples have too low hole concentra-

tions for photovoltaic applications. Several low-cost crystal

growth methods to improve the hole concentration in Cu2O

samples have been proposed.2,3,9 Doping by group V ele-

ments, especially by nitrogen, is one of the leading

approaches. The observed hole concentrations in N-doped

Cu2O samples are in the order of 1015–1018 cm�3 with the

activation energy of �140 meV.9–11 These hole concentra-

tions can be further enhanced up to two orders of magnitude

by exposing the N-doped Cu2O sample to hydrogen

plasma.2,3,9 Ishizuka et al.3 have attributed the increasing of

the hole concentrations to the passivation of Cu dangling

bonds by hydrogen. N-doped Cu2O samples show a strong

N-related photoluminescence (PL) peak centered at

�680 nm (�1.82 eV) after hydrogen treatment.2,3,9 Nitrogen

atoms are generally believed to substitute on the oxygen sites

(NO). Recently, Zhao et al.12 studied the effect of NO on

electronic structure and optical properties of Cu2O by using

the DFT-GGA.12 They reported that NO slightly widens the

band gap and forms an intermediate band in the gap at

�0.9 eV from the VBM. Our calculated results based on

HSE functional also reveal that NO is a deep acceptor with

an activation energy of �0.53 eV. Despite the difference in

the calculated values of the acceptor level, both Zhao et al.12

and us found NO to be a deep acceptor; making it unlikely to

be the cause of the experimentally observed holes as widely

believed. (This is similar to the case of NO in ZnO, where

NO is also a deep acceptor13–16 and cannot give a significant

amount of holes.) Therefore, there must be another form of

N-related defect that is a shallow acceptor in N-doped Cu2O.

In this paper, we focus our attentions on N-related

defects in Cu2O that can be the source of experimentally

observed shallow acceptors, by using first-principles hybrid

density functional calculations. In addition to N-related

defects, dominant native defects in Cu2O, i.e., VCu and

VCu-split, were also studied for systematic comparisons. We

will show that (1) NO defect is a deep acceptor and cannot be

the source of the hole carriers observed in N-doped Cu2O

samples, (2) N2 on Cu’s site (N2)Cu is a shallow acceptor

with a very low formation energy under Cu-poor growth

condition, making it a plausible source of the observed hole

carriers in N-doped Cu2O sample, and (3) the experimentally

observed N-related PL peak at 1.82 eV in N-doped Cu2O
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samples2,3,9 is consistent with our calculated PL emission

peak of 1.89 eV associated with (N2)Cu.

We used first-principles calculations based on density

functional theory with a plane-wave basis set as implemented

in the VASP code.17 The interactions between core and va-

lence electrons were described by the projector augmented-

wave (PAW) method.18 The energy cutoff for expanding the

plane wave basis set was set at 400 eV. For the exchange-

correlation energy, the screened hybrid functional proposed

by HSE19 was employed to remedy the band gap problems.

In the HSE functional, the amount of nonlocal Fock-

exchange was set at 27.5%; following Scanlon et al.5,20 With

this setting, we calculated the cuprite Cu2O the unit cell of

which is composed of four Cu atoms and two O atoms with

space-group Pn�3m. While each Cu atom is linearly con-

nected with two O atoms, each O atom is surrounded by 4

Cu atoms. The calculated lattice constant of 4.29 Å is in

good agreement with the experimental value of 4.27 Å.21

The calculated band gap of 2.11 eV is also in good agree-

ment with the experimental band gap of 2.17 eV.22 To study

defects in Cu2O, we used the supercell approach with a

supercell size of 96-atom, which is sufficient to suppress fic-

titious periodic interactions between defects in adjacent

supercells.23 For k-space integrations, the Monkhorst-Pack

scheme24 was used with a sampling k-points mesh of 5 � 5

� 5 for bulk calculation. For supercell calculations, a single

non-gamma special k-point (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), equivalent to 16

k-points in the bulk, was used. All atoms in the supercell

were allowed to relax until all forces became less than 2 �
10�2 eV/Å. The likelihood of defect formation and its stabil-

ity could be determined from its formation energy defined

by23

DHf ðDqÞ ¼ EtotðDqÞ�EtotðbulkÞþ
X

niliþ qðEFþEVBMÞ;
(1)

where the first and the second terms are the total energies of

a supercell containing the defect D in charge state q and that

of a defect-free supercell, respectively. n is the number of

atom species i which is removed from (or added to, if nega-

tive) a supercell to create the defect D, l is the atomic chem-

ical potential of atom species i described below, q is the

charge state of the defect (the number of electrons or holes

exchanged), and EF is the Fermi-level referenced to the

VBM. The lower defect formation energy means the defect

is more likely to form.

To grow Cu2O under thermodynamic equilibrium, it is

required that the following condition must be satisfied:

EtotðCu2OÞ ¼ 2lCu þ lO; (2)

where Etot(Cu2O) is the total energy per formula unit of Cu2O,

lCu and lO are the chemical potentials for Cu and O atoms,

respectively. If the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is

larger than Etot(Cu2O), the growth process will take place rap-

idly and a high quality crystal would not be achieved. If the

sum is less than Etot (Cu2O), the crystal will be disintegrated.

There are additional conditions needed to prevent unwanted

phases, such as CuO, metallic Cu, or O2, to form. These condi-

tions limit the ranges of possible lCu and lO in addition to the

relationship between the two defined in Eq. (2). Two extreme

chemical potential limits, i.e., the Cu-rich and O-rich (Cu-

poor) conditions will be used to present our results. For

Cu-rich growth condition, we set lCu to the total energy of Cu

metallic phase. In this case, lO is simply determined from Eq.

(2), i.e., lO¼Etot(Cu2O)� 2lCu. For O-rich (Cu-poor) growth

condition, lO is set to half the total energy of an O2 molecule,

i.e., lO¼Etot(O2)/2. In this case, lCu is limited by the CuO

phase, i.e., lCu¼Etot(CuO)� lO. For N, to prevent the forma-

tion of Cu3N phase, lN has to be limited by Cu3N phase under

both Cu-rich and O-rich growth conditions, i.e.,

lN¼Etot(Cu3N) � 3lCu. Our calculated total energy per for-

mula unit for Cu, O2, N2, Cu2O, CuO, and Cu3N are �4.13,

�8.89, �11.73, �18.74, �14.46, and�23.46 eV, respectively.

For single-N defects, we studied N interstitial (Ni) and

N substitutional on oxygen (NO). The formation energies of

these N-related defects as a function of Fermi energy under

Cu-rich and Cu-poor growth conditions are shown in Fig. 1.

For Ni, we explored three plausible configurations for N to

incorporate, i.e., (1) addition of N on the tetrahedral intersti-

tial site (Ni
tet), (2) on the octahedral interstitial site (Ni

oct),

and (3) a split interstitial N labeled as (NO)split—an addi-

tional N forming a strong bond with a lattice O atom and

sharing the O site. All of these interstitial N have quite high

formation energy under both Cu-rich and Cu-poor growth

conditions, reflecting that they will form in an insignificant

amount. On the other hand, nitrogen substitution for O, i.e.,

NO, has a low formation energy under both Cu-rich and Cu-

poor growth conditions. It has a defect transition level at

e(0/�1)¼ 0.53 eV; indicating that it is a deep acceptor.

Therefore, NO cannot be the source of the shallow hole

(activation energy of �0.14 eV) observed experimentally in

N-doped Cu2O samples.9,10 This is similar to the case of NO

in N-doped ZnO, which also produces a deep level in the

ZnO band gap and could not give shallow holes.16 The rea-

sons that N substitution for O is not a shallow defect were

extensively discussed for the case of ZnO13,14,16,25 and can

be applied for the case at hand.

Ishizuka et al.2,3,9 have also reported that N-doped

Cu2O sample shows an N-related PL peak centered at

FIG. 1. Formation energy of N-related defects as a function of Fermi energy

under Cu-rich and Cu-poor growth conditions.
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�1.82 eV which is enhanced after a hydrogen treatment due

to the passivation of non-radiative recombination centers. To

compare with the experimental result, we calculated the opti-

cal absorption and emission energies associated with NO

defect by using the method described in Ref. 16. In Fig. 2

right panel, a schematic illustration of the PL process

between the two electronic states of NO is shown. The local

structure of NO defect with its hole density is shown in the

left panel. We obtained the calculated emission energy of

1.568 eV. This is consistent with a deep level character

of NO but is much lower than that of the observed PL peak

of 1.82 eV. Because the calculated hole activation energy

and optical emission energy of NO are very different from

the experiment, the source of holes observed in the experi-

ments must come from another N-related defect in Cu2O.

It has been reported that N2 on Zn vacancy defect in

ZnO could be responsible for p-type conductivity in

ZnO.13,26 For the same reasons, dimer N2 defects are also

likely to form in Cu2O. Therefore, we investigated three

plausible types of N2-related defects in Cu2O, i.e., (1) inter-

stitial N2, (2) N2 at the O site, and (3) N2 at the Cu site, to

seek for the source of the observed hole carriers in Cu2O. (1)

For (N2)i, our calculations show that N2 is charge neutral

and, as an interstitial defect, it prefers to occupy at the octa-

hedral site (N2)i
oct over the tetragonal site (not shown in the

plot) with the energy difference of �0.9 eV. This is partly

because the octahedral site has more space to accommodate

the N2 molecule than the tetragonal site. The formation

energy of an interstitial N2 is quite high, especially under the

Cu-rich growth condition. The formation energy turns

slightly lower under Cu-poor growth condition but still

higher than that of NO. (2) N2 substituted on O’s site (N2)O is

a deep double donor with the transition levels at

e(þ2/0)¼ 0.38 eV. The formation energy of (N2)O is almost

always higher than that of NO under both Cu-rich and Cu-

poor growth conditions. Therefore, (N2)i and (N2)O are

unlikely to form in a significant amount due to their rela-

tively high formation energies. Even if they are formed, they

would not provide shallow holes. (3) Interestingly, N2 substi-

tuted on the Cu site (N2)Cu is an acceptor with a shallow tran-

sition level at 0.20 eV as shown in Fig. 1, making it a

possible source of hole carriers. To verify that the acceptor

level of (N2)Cu has actual shallow characteristic, we calcu-

lated its charge (hole) density and found that the density is

delocalized around N2 similar to the case of VCu.27

Therefore, the acceptor state of (N2)Cu behaves like that of

VCu which has a delocalized perturbed valence-band-like

state,6,27 confirming its shallow nature. Although, (N2)Cu is

not the lowest energy defect under Cu-rich growth condition,

it becomes the lowest-energy defect under Cu-poor growth

condition (see Fig. 1); indicating that (N2)Cu is more favor-

able than NO. We further investigated the stability of (N2)Cu

by calculating its binding energy using (N2)i and VCu as the

two parent defects and found that the reaction (N2)iþVCu!
(N2)Cu is exothermic with the binding energy of 1.7 eV

which is very large, making (N2)Cu highly stable.

To compare with the experimentally observed PL

peak,2,3,9 the optical absorption and emission spectra associ-

ated with (N2)Cu were calculated (Fig. 2, lower panel) using

the approached described by Van de Walle and

Neugebauer.23 This was carried out by assuming that the op-

tical process, i.e., the photon absorption or emission, is tak-

ing place much faster than the atomic relaxation. That is

when an electron of (N2)Cu
1� is excited to the conduction

band by absorbing a photon, i.e., (N2)Cu
1�þ photon !

(N2)Cu
0þ e�, the configuration coordinates of the final state

(N2)Cu
0 remain the same as that of (N2)Cu

1�. Such absorption

process is schematically illustrated using a vertical blue line

in Fig. 2. Note that the final state right after the excitation is

not the lowest energy configuration of (N2)Cu
0. It will later

relax without any barrier to the lowest energy configuration.

When an electron is recombined with (N2)Cu
0 and emitted a

photon, i.e., (N2)Cu
0þ e� ! (N2)Cu

1�þ photon, (N2)Cu
1�

also remains in the same configuration as that of the initial

(N2)Cu
0, illustrated by a vertical red line in Fig. 2. The calcu-

lated optical emission peak of 1.89 eV is in good agreement

with the experimental PL peak at 1.82 eV.2,3,9 To aid future

identification of (N2)Cu by Raman spectroscopy techniques,

the localized stretching vibrational mode (LVM) associated

with N2 on Cu’s as well as O’s sites were calculated (Table

I) by using the approach described in Ref. 28. In this

approach, we calculated the total energy changes as the N2

bond distance is compressed and extended at several small

steps. Then, the calculated energy vs displacement data set is

fitted with the fourth degree polynomial, i.e.,

V(x)¼ (1=2)kx2þ ax3þ bx4; resulting in the values of k, a,

and b. From the potential function, the vibrational frequency

including the anharmonic contributions can be calculated.

By calibrating the calculated LVM with the known value of

N2 free molecule of 2359 cm�1,29 we found that the calcu-

lated value is 6.7% larger than the actual value. To correct

for this systematic error, the last column of Table I shows

the 6.7%-reduced LVM of each defect. The calculated

LVMs of N2 on Cu’s and O’s sites differ by �400 cm�1;

making it easy to distinguish between the two. Note that the

LVM of the two charge states of (N2)Cu are virtually the

FIG. 2. (Top left) The local structure of NO
0 with the charge (hole) density

associated with the deep acceptor level shown. (Top right) The schematic

illustration of the calculated optical absorption (Eabs) and emission (Ee)

energies associated with NO defect for exchanging an electron with the con-

duction band. The bottom panel shows the local structure, charge density

and optical absorption and emission for (N2)Cu.
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same; indicating that the additional electron is not localized

on the N2—another sign that the hole state is not a localized

deep state. On the other hand, for (N2)O, the state is a local-

ized deep state and the two charge states have very distinct

LVMs due to the difference in the amount of electrons par-

ticipating in the N2 bonds.

In conclusion, various plausible nitrogen configurations in

Cu2O were studied by using first-principles DFT calculations

with HSE functional to identify the source of the hole carriers

observed experimentally in N-doped Cu2O samples.

Consistent with prior calculations by another group, our results

showed that NO defect in Cu2O is a deep acceptor and cannot

be the source of the experimentally observed hole carrier. We

found that N2 on Cu’s site is, however, a shallow acceptor and

energetically more favorable to form than NO under Cu-poor

growth conditions. In addition, (N2)Cu has a calculated emis-

sion PL peak at 1.89 eV which is in good agreement with the

experimentally observed N-related PL peak at �1.82 eV in the

N-doped Cu2O samples. Therefore, we assigned (N2)Cu to be

the source of the observed hole in N-doped Cu2O. To aid

future experimental identification of (N2)Cu, we calculated the

local vibrational frequencies of (N2)Cu and obtained the value

of 2280 cm�1, which could be used for comparing with results

from Raman spectroscopy measurements.
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TABLE I. Calculated local stretching vibrational modes (LVM) of N2 free

molecule and N2 defect on Cu’s and O’s sites.

Type

Bond length

(Å)

Calculated LVM

(cm�1)

Corrected LVM

(cm�1)a

N2 molecule 1.106 2528 2359

(N2)Cu
0 1.108 2444 2280

(N2)Cu
�1 1.109 2444 2280

(N2)O
0 1.150 2067 1929

(N2)O
�1 1.286 1403 1309

aScaled down by 6.7% from the calculated LVM to adjust for the systematic

errors.
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